FRENCH FANTASY
la the Mediterranean I first learnt to swim, and that was my
ultimate freedom. No, I did not "learn" ... It happened as
though by a small personal miracle. I had always longed and
longed to swim; when I achieved my desire, just before my
fortieth year, it meant infinitely more than merely travelling through
water; it meant power and coolness and an elated feeling that at
last I was at home in a new element. And on a less exalted level,
it meant being able to bathe like the others, those wonderful
Others who appear continually all our lives; it meant the end of
humiliation wnen I always had had to ask: "Is it in my depth ?"
before venturing. Probably I shall never be a surpassingly elegant
and rapid swimmer; but now, instead of the desperate sensation
that if I stop for one moment I sink, struggle and drown, I am
confident that sea and river are kindly; they wish me well; they
will buoy me up. The instinct how to do it came so swiftly, that
as I remember, one moment I could not swim, and the next I could.
Two summers afterwards, I rented a charming little villa on a
quiet curve of the Cap d'Antibes. It stood so near to my beloved
playground and was so sheltered from the rest of the world that
slipping out of bed into the unbelievably azure and golden weather,
we could run down the garden path on to our own rocks and drop
in without a bathing costume; revel in that miraculous bodyless
feeling of cutting naked through the water; then out, put on a
shirt and slacks, and breakfast on the verandah before settling down
to hard work.
Often I drove over to spend a week-end with a friend, a famous
writer whose white Moorish villa high on Cap Ferrat had some
of the vanishing illusion and quality of Kubla Khan's Palace.
During those week-ends I swam from his yacht, anchored almost
out of sight of land. One could see the soft line of the Maritime
Alps against the sky, and I had to murmur because I could not
help it: "I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills , .,," and fed that
thus might come my salvation*
Nevertheless, I was no mountain-man when it meant mountains
without sea; mountains that had to be climbed. I liked the tinkle
of mountain streams, and the roar of a waterfall and the small cold
mist that came up when it struck the rock. I liked the autumn
crocus and wild cyclamen that grow among mountains, and the
air like wine, and the smell of very dry springy moss, and the
haunting broken melody of cowbells. I was incredulous with
rapture when as a child ttey took me to the Black Forest in South.
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